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Lorentzian noise in the two-dimensional electron gas of Al xGa12xAs/GaAs
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Current noise spectraSI(v) are reported on samples grown by the molecular beam epitaxy
technique, with current-carrying contacts, acting as source and drain, and two probes extending into
the two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! of the AlGaAs/GaAs quantum well, in the range 77–295
K for frequencies of 10 Hz to 1 MHz. The time constants are almost independent of temperature and
the current dependence is close to linear. The noise is interpreted as Lorentzian-modulated shot
noise of the 2DEG current. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!08323-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PROPERTIES OF THE
SAMPLES

The samples reported on in this study were grown
molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! at the Eindhoven University
of Technology. Both the top layout~x–y directions! and the
layer configuration~z direction! differ considerably from
those of regular~gated or nongated! two-dimensional~2D!
electron-gas field-effect transistor~TEGFET! devices. The
source–drain lengthL is rather large~1000 mm! and the
width w is small ~260 mm!, resulting in high-resistance de
vices. SinceR5L/(wnsme), wherens is the sheet carrie
density ('2.331011cm22) and m is the mobility ~7510
cm2/V s at room temperature!, the resulting resistance i
about 14 kV, decreasing to close to 1 kV at liquid-N2 tem-
perature. The current–voltage characteristics were linea
all cases. The top view of these ‘‘Hall structures’’ is given
Fig. 1.

The Hall data yielded the values of the electron dens
ns , which are constant below 80–100 K, as pictured
samples W228-1 and W228-2 in Fig. 2. Some resistance
are plotted in Fig. 3. The measurement results in the t
perature range from 78 to 295 K show that there is a s
around 200 K. The mobility results of Fig. 4 indicate a co
plete absence of impurity scattering up to 40 K. At low te
peratures ~<40 K! the mobility reaches values o
106 cm2/V s. Above 40 K the mobility decreases withT2x,
x'2.2 as expected for polar optical phonon scattering
GaAs.1

As to the layer configuration we note that the dop
AlGaAs layer is approximately 380 Å, whereas the neut
spacer is considerably thicker than in conventional str
tures, viz., 600 Å; therefore, parallel conduction through
doped AlGaAs layer is negligible and it can be assumed

a!Electronic mail: vanvliet@solix.fiu.edu
6200021-8979/99/86(11)/6206/7/$15.00
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the current flows mainly in the quasi-2D quantum well inte
face plane. The adjacent GaAs buffer layer can be treate
an insulator, similar to the substrate. Two types of conta
were employed. Sample W228-1 had AuGeNi–alloy co
tacts formed by standard techniques, whereas sam
W228-2 was provided with Sn contacts. Pellets were put
the sample and diffused downward at 450 °C, providingn1

contacts to the two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG!. The
noise of the Sn-contact sample was found to be at least
orders of magnitude less than for the AuGeNi–alloy co
tacts,for both the 1/f and Lorentzian noise contributions, s
below.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Noise measurements were performed as a function
temperatureT for 78 K<T<300 K and frequencyf for
10 Hz< f <1 MHz. A brass box was made, containing th
front-end circuitry and bias supply in order to shield t
input circuit from outside signals. Calibration was achiev
with a white-noise generator, Quan-Tech 420B~10 Hz–100
kHz! and a self-built noise generator based on an avalan
diode and integrated-circuit differential amplifier~10 kHz–4
MHz!. During the experiments the Hall structure device w
placed in a Janis nitrogen bath cryostat with its tempera
controlled by a Cryotronics VPF-100 autotuning therm
controller. The cryostat also acted as an external noise sh

A Brookdeal 5184 low-noise amplifier was used to a
plify the signals generated by the noise generator and
device under test. The spectral intensity of the output of
Brookdeal amplifier was measured by a HP3589A spectr
analyzer interfaced with a computer, which provided post
eraging, data storage, and a log–log display. Stable aver
of <5% standard derivation were obtained. A flow chart
the measurement procedure is given in Fig. 5.

The device under test~DUT! can be represented by
current generator expressing the excess noise in parallel
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics

IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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6207J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 86, No. 11, 1 December 1999 Chen et al.
the small-signal resistance of the device itself. The low-no
amplifier is modeled as a noiseless amplifier with a volta
gain, a voltage noise sourceSVeq in series to the input and
current sourceSIeq in parallel to the input. The noise
equivalent scheme of the experimental setup is shown in
6. Here,Rx is the device resistance between the probes,RL8
represents the part of the device between the probes
external contacts, andRL is the load resistance proper. Tw
coils were inserted (vL!RL) to avoid pickup in the floating
leads.

The calibration resistanceRs , the load impedance of th
device R15(1/4)(RL1R8L!, and the device resistanc
RDUT5Rx can be put together into an equivalent input res
tance Rin5RxiR1iRs representing an equivalent curre
source 4kT/Rin . The input impedanceZin is Rini(1/j vCin)
5Rin /(11 j vCinRin). The output of the analyzer can be e
pressed in terms of the power spectral densities of the n
sources. Capacitive shunting is considerable for these h
Ohmic devices, but canceled out by the measuremen
SI(v) rather thanSV(v), as set forth below.

FIG. 1. Top view of the Hall structure sample.

FIG. 2. Electron density vs temperature atB50.5 T, I510 mA. h: ns for
sample W228-1 andn: ns for sample W228-2.
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The noise measurement procedure is the three-p
measurement technique. LetM1 be the output analyzer read
ing with a current flowing through the device under test a
the noise generator turned off;M2 be the output analyze
reading with the noise calibration source applied to the
minal without current flowing through the device under te
and the noise generator set to a valueVn per AHz; andM3

be the output analyzer reading without current flowi
through the device under test and the noise generator~NG!
off. Then, noting there are four Norton generators in para
to Zin

M15XH uZinu2FSI ,DUT~ f !1
4kT

Rin
1SIeq~ f !G1SVeqJ , ~1!

whereX is a constant resulting from the amplification an
the bandwidth of the system. Further,

M25XH uZinu2FSV,NG

Rs
2 1

4kT

Rin
1SIeq~ f !G1SVeqJ , ~2!

FIG. 3. Resistance vs temperature for sample W228-2.

FIG. 4. Mobility vs temperature atB50.5 T, I510 mA. h: ns for sample
W228-1 andn: ns for sample W228-2.
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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6208 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 86, No. 11, 1 December 1999 Chen et al.
whereSV,NG/(RS)25SI ,NG, SV,NG5(Vn)2 is the voltage in-
tensity output of the calibration noise generator in a ba
width of 1 Hz. Finally,

M35XH uZinu2F4kT

Rin
1SIeq~ f !G1SVeqJ . ~3!

It follows that

SI ,DUT~ f !5
M12M3

M22M3

SV,NG

RS
2 . ~4!

Note that ourSI ,DUT includes only ‘‘excess noise,’’ i.e., nois
over and above the thermal noise.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The noise measurements were made in the Ohmic ra
with probes to eliminate the contribution of the conta

FIG. 5. Measurement procedure.

FIG. 6. Equivalent scheme of the experimental setup.
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noise. A typical current spectral density is shown in Fig.
which is for sample W228-1 at 297 K and 100mA. Each of
the spectra has two or three Lorentzians in addition tof
noise. The spectra are fitted by the form

SI~v!5
A

f a 1S B

11v2t1
2D 1

C

11v2t2
2 1

D

11v2t3
2 , ~5!

@the ~ ! on the second term indicates that this very lo
frequency Lorentzian is sometime absent#. Figure 8 gives
another current spectrum for W228-1 at lower temperatu
222 K, and 100mA. Figures 9 and 10 are two current spect

FIG. 7. Current spectrum for sample W228-1 atT5297 K, I5100mA. The
circless represent the measurement data. The solid line shows the enve
of the 1/f noise plus two or three Lorentzian components, while the par
spectra are given by symbols3, 1,* , andd ~in this curve the Lorentzian
with 1 is absent!. The best-fit curve was obtained by using MicrosoftEXCEL

software.

FIG. 8. Current spectrum for sample W228-1 atT5222 K, I5100 mA.
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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6209J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 86, No. 11, 1 December 1999 Chen et al.
for sample W228-2 at 154 and 78 K, respectively. Tabl
gives the measured data of W228-2, the Sn-contact sam
It clearly shows that the overall spectra vary little over t
measured temperature range. This fact also holds
W228-1, the AuGeNi–alloy contact sample. It is also notic
that the noise is strongly affected by the nature of the sou
and/or the drain contacts, with the Sn contacts exhibiting
lower noise~two orders of magnitude! than the AuGeNi–
alloy contacts; furthermore, the noise does not have the u
I 2 dependence but has a close to a linear current depend
as shown in Fig. 11. The above observations are the basi
the interpretation in the next section.

IV. TENTATIVE INTERPRETATION

In contrast to all previously reported data on AlGaA
GaAs devices2–4—and also at variance with anothe
paper5—the noise cannot be interpreted asg–r noise of the
AlGaAs layer since~a! the time constants do not reveal th
presence of activation energies and~b! the variation with
current is close to linear. We are, therefore, led to belie
that the noise of these samples truly originates in the
electron gas of the well and that it should be interpreted
Lorentzian-modulated shot noise, associated with emissio
centers formed by the interface states in the vicinity of
internal source~or drain! contact.

FIG. 9. Current spectrum for sample W228-2 atT5154 K, I5300 mA.
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The discrete energy levels of the well,e0 , e1 , e2 , . . . ,
give rise to subband contributions in thex–y plane, see Fig.
12. Due to the ‘‘logarithmic Fermi statistics’’ for the surfac
densities,6

nis5Nc
(2)kT ln$11exp@~«F2« i !/kT#%, ~6!

where i50,1,2, . . . , refers to the subbands, andNc
(2)

52(2pm* kT/h2) is the two-dimensional density of state
the temperature dependence ofnis is weak. Whereas the sub
bands interchange carriers due to optical or intervalley p
non transfer~see below!, these transitions have relaxatio
times of roughly 1 ps; so, for our frequency range the oc
pancies are stationary, although subject to low-freque
fluctuations, due to injection and/or extraction at the sou
and/or drain. A plot of the occupanciesn0s(T) andn1s(T) is
given in Fig. 13 for the range 78–300 K. Due to the log
rithmic Fermi statistics of Eq.~6!, there is only a weak tem
perature dependence@in complete contrast to a three
dimensional~3D! gas#; n0s changes by 12% andn1s by a
factor of approximately 6. Intersubband transitions do occ
but since the energy separation is of order 35 meV, o
polar optical phonons and intervalley phonons can med
the electron transfer; we note that for GaA
\vpolar opt.537meV and\v intervalley530meV, see Ref. 7.
With a mean-free path of 1000 Å and thermal velocity of 17

FIG. 10. Current spectrum for sample W228-2 atT578 K, I5500 mA.
TABLE I. Current spectrumSI(v) data for sample W228-2.

A B t1 C t2 D t3

T I ~10220! ~10220! (1024! ~10220! ~1025! ~10220! (1027!
~K! ~mA! a (A2/Hz! ~A2/Hz! ~s! ~A3/Hz! ~s! (A2/Hz! ~s!

300 200 1.0 0.9 0.331023 3.3 0.531024 8.9
222 250 1.0 2.8 1.531022 4.6 2.931023 2.8 1.331024 8.5
154 300 1.5 4.03101 1.031022 8.0 1.131023 5.0 1.031024 8.2
100 400 1.5 3.03101 6.031022 8.0 1.131023 1.5 3.231024 6.5
78 500 1.5 5.03101 10.031022 8.0 0.931023 2.5 2.231024 4.3
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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6210 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 86, No. 11, 1 December 1999 Chen et al.
cm/s ~estimated sincem* is not well known!, the collision
time is of order 1 ps. So, the Lorentzians of these proce
have turn over frequencies of order 160 GHz, entirely o
side the scope of our present considerations.

We must, therefore, look to the coupling of theinternal
source contact to the subbands for the origin of the no
This is also indicated experimentally; the Sn conta
~sample W228-2! yield two orders of magnitude smaller pla
teau values than the AuGeNi contacts. Of course, per
contacts give an unimpeded injection into the 2Dx–y plane
and produce no noise.We thus assume that part of the inje
tion process takes place via interface states at the inter
source contact, which emit their charges via tunnel p
cesses into the subbands.These interface states probab
form a continuum on the energy scale, but only states be
near the Fermi energy need to be considered. We denot
occupancy per cm2 by Ns , the total interface density neareF

being N̂s . ~In noise analysis we need occupancy and s
numbersfor the statistical distributions whereasdensitiesare
used in the kinetic equations. To avoid a double set of sy
bols we assume, where necessary, a ficticious area of 1 c2.!
The carriers in these states fluctuate, because of random
ply by the external source contact~electrode!, which acts as
an infinite reservoir. We thus assume Poissonian statistic
the filling of the interface states, whereas the coupling to
subbands involves a gain–loss process with exponentia
lay, see Eq.~10! below.

FIG. 11. Spectral values vs current for sample W228-2.

FIG. 12. Structure of the subbands.
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The emission process can, therefore, be described
compound Poisson process, i.e., the probability for the emis
sion ofM electrons in an interval~t, t1u! at an average rate
l is given as

W~M ,u!5(
Ns

@l* t
t1uNs~ t8!dt8#M

M !

3expH 2lE
t

t1u

Ns~ t8!dt8J P~Ns!, ~7!

whereP(Ns) is the stationary probability distribution for th
interface occupancyNs(t). The first two factorial moments
and the variance are easily obtained; using the overhead
for averages involvingM and angular brackets for averag
concerningNs , we have

M̄ u5(
M

W~M ,u!5K lE
t

t1u

Ns~ t8!dt8L 5lu^Ns&, ~8!

DM u
25lu^Ns&1l2E

0

uE
0

u

dt1dt2^DNs~ t1!DNs~ t2!&. ~9!

In the latter expression the correlation function for the int
face occupancies occurs, for which we assume

^DNs~ t1!DNs~ t2!&5^DNs
2&e2ut22t1u/t. ~10!

Equations~9! and ~10! lead to ‘‘superstatistical emissio
noise,’’ the theory of which was worked out before by Va
Vliet, Handel, and van der Ziel.8 Via MacDonald’s theorem,
see the Appendix, one obtains for the spectrum of the fl
variationsDm(t) of emitted particles

SDm~v!52m̄F112
^DNs

2&

^Ns&
lt

1

11v2t2G , ~11!

where we usedl^Ns&5M̄ u /u5m̄ cf., Eq. ~8!. Multiplying
Eq. ~11! by e2, this gives the current noise. The first term
then the shot noise which is suppressed in a nonballi
device ~as shown by Brillouin9!, and will be omitted. The
second term is the Lorentzian contribution.

We are now more specific with regards to the gain–lo
process of the emission centers. Letl i(t) be the loss due to
emission into the subband ‘‘i’’ and gi the gain; clearly, then,

FIG. 13. Relative subband carrier densities vs temperature, showingn0s(T)
andn1s(T).
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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6211J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 86, No. 11, 1 December 1999 Chen et al.
l i~ t !5l iNs~ t !, gi~ t !5d@N̂s2Ns~ t !#nis~ t !, ~12!

where, as stated before,Ns is the interface occupancy,N̂s is
the total available number, andnis is the subband occupancy
From the theory of gain–loss10,11 processes one finds

t i51/@ l i8~Ns!2gi8~Ns!#^Ns&
51/@l i1d@~^nis&1aN̂s!#,

~13!

where a is the fraction of empty interface states, whiled
5^v th&s t /w, wherev th is the thermal velocity,s t the cap-
ture cross section of the interface states, andw the width of
the well. As in most trapping processes we assumeN̂s

2^Ns&5aN̂s!^nis&. Thus, approximately,

t i'1/@l i1d^nis&#. ~14!

Since nowl i5l i0 /^Ns& @see Eq.~12!# and l i05gi0 due to
detailed balance, we have

l it i5
gi0t i

^Ns&
5

d@N̂s2^Ns&#^nis&
d@^nis&1l i /d#^Ns&

5
a

b

^nis&

^nis&1l i /d
, ~15!

where a is the fraction of empty interface states andb

5^Ns&/^N̂s& is the fraction of occupied states. LetI i now be
the current that passes through the interface states into
subbandi. Clearly, I i(t)5emi(t). We obtain from Eqs.~11!
and ~15!, denoting the resulting channel current byI 1,

SDI 1
~v!54eS a

b D(
i

Ī i

^nis&

^nis&1l i /d

1

11v2t i
2

54eS a

b D(
i

Ī i^nis&d
t i

11v2t i
2 . ~16!

Finally, we must find a relationship with the total curre
mitigated and nonmitigated by the interface states—deno
as I 0. We have

Ī i5el i^Ns&5el ibN̂s , ~17!

and we write

el i^nis&5x i I 15x i pI0 , ~18!

wherex i pertains to the fraction of carriers traveling in th
subbandi; further,p denotes the fraction of current mitigate
by the interface states. We further writeSDI1(v)5SDI(v),
since no noise—except strongly suppressed shot noise9—is
attributed to the current fraction (12p)I 0. Then, from Eq.
~16! and the expression ford given after Eq.~13!:

SDI~v!54eapI0N̂sFv ths t

w G(
i

x it i

11v2t i
2 , ~19!

which is the basic form for Lorentzian-modulated shot noi.
Finally, assuming that the emission tunnel process

elastic, note thatx i N̂s[Nis relates to interface states havin
an energy within a range;2 kT of the subbande i . We then
have, alternatively,

SDI~v!54epI0Fv ths t

w G(
i

a iNis

t i

11v2t i
2 . ~20!

In this form the result is identical with a second model, d
veloped in Ref. 12, in whicha priori, the different Lorentz-
Downloaded 17 Nov 2009 to 131.155.151.138. Redistribution subject to A
he

d
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ians were attributed to different groups of interface stat
Without further technological studies no definite distincti
between these models can be made, so in this article
focus on the model implied by Eq.~19! for the interpretation.

Thus, sincê n0s&.^n1s&.^n2s&, we havet0,t1,t2;
we, therefore, attribute the highest frequency Lorentzian
being in all spectra the main Lorentzian—to subbande0, the
next highest frequency Lorentzian to subbande1, and the
lowest frequency Lorentzian to subbande2. The observed
plateau values vary}x it i , the prefactor being the same fo
all Lorentzians, indicating a common origin. Most importan
the noise is proportional toN̂s , the interface states shee
density. Thus, as we noted already,N̂s must be several order
of magnitude less for the sample with the Sn contacts t
for the sample with the AuGeNi–alloy contacts.

In conclusion, this theory, while tentative, explains mo
of the features of the observed noise, both the strong de
dence onN̂s and the very weak dependence of the relaxat
times on temperature, see Eq.~14! and Fig. 13. For the high-
est frequency Lorentzian, Table I indicates thatt3 is, by and
large, constant, commensurate withd0n0@l0 for most tem-
peratures. For the second Lorentziant2, shows the same pat
tern, suggesting thatt2→1/l1 as the temperature decrease
Although the temperature dependence of thet i is not fully
explained in this model, the reader will note that ‘‘nea
constant’’ relaxation times are strongly indicative of 2DE
behavior, and are not possible in any 3D electron gas
which the occupancies vary over orders of magnitude, le
ing to Arrhenius plots for log(tT2), see Refs. 2–5. To obtain
some quantitative data we consider the main Lorentzian w
t'531027 s, representing the gain–loss process for
first subband. From Eq.~14!, neglectingl0 and assuming
ns0'1011cm22, we find d'231025 cm2/s. With w53
31027 cm ~30 Å!, v th5107 cm/s, this yields s t

'10218cm2, which is an acceptable value for the captu
cross section of negatively charged interface states; sim
cross sections are reported by Hofmanet al.4 and elsewhere
in the literature.
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APPENDIX: COMPOUND POISSON SPECTRA

A compound Poisson distribution was employed
Mandel13 for the description of wave-interaction noise. Su
sequently, Van Vliet, Handel, and Van der Ziel8 have shown
that ‘‘superstatistical emission noise’’ occurs in a large va
ety of fluctuation processes, from flicker noise as origina
envisioned by Schottky, to cathodoluminescence fluctuati
in the light output of phosphors14 in which Lorentzians occur
due to the time delay of the deactivation of excited emiss
levels. This phenomenon closely resembles the model
posed here for the source–drain current in the 2DEG.
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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The compound Poisson distribution Eq.~7! easily yields
the first two factorial moments. Thus, for the variance,

DM u
25M u~M u21!2M u~M u21!

5M u1l2E
t

t1uE
t

t1u

^N1~ t1!Ns~ t2!&dt1dt2

2l2E
t

t1u

^N1~ t1!&dt1E
t

t1u

^Ns~ t2!&dt2

5lu^Ns&1l2E
0

uE
0

u

^DN1~ t1!DN2~ t2!&dt1dt2 .

~A1!

To obtain the integral subject to the correlation function E
~10!, we sett15t21u, t25w, see Fig. 14. Integrating sepa
rately over regions I and II we obtain for region I

JI5E
0

u

dwE
0

2w1u

du e2u/t5tE
0

u

dc~12e2c/t!, ~A2!

wherec5u2w. Likewise for II

JII5E
0

u

dwE
2w

0

du eu/t5tE
0

u

dw~12e2w/t!. ~A3!

FIG. 14. Evaluation of the integral~A1!.
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Thus, the full result becomes

DM u
25lu^Ns&12l2^DNs

2&tE
0

u

dw~12e2w/t!. ~A4!

Further, letm be therate of emitted particles in the interva
~t, t1u!. Then, for the finite time average

mu~ t !5
1

uEt

t1u

m~ t8!dt85
M u~ t !

u
, ~A5!

and ^Dmu
2&5

1

u2DM u
2. ~A6!

Using Eq.~A4!, this yields

]

]u
~u2Dmu

2!5l^Ns&12l2^DNs
2&t~12e2u/t!. ~A7!

The spectrum for the fluxm(t) is computed from Mac-
Donald’s theorem15

SDm~v!52vE
0

`

du sin~vu!
]

]u
~u2Dmu

2!. ~A8!

A straightforward calculation yields the main result@Ref. 8,
Eq. ~2.19!#;

SDm~v!52l^Ns&F112
^DNs

2&

^Ns&
lt

1

11v2t2G . ~A9!
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